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THE FOLLOWERS OF SANT SHRI ASARAMJI BAPU SUPPORT 

SANATAN SANSTHA!

 

It’s the matter of deep concern

rationalist lobbies to pressurise the polity to 

jinx to the nation. We at SAFSAC as unitary body of Sant

followers, strongly oppose in 

this echelonagainst Sanstha

agencies not to pursue the matter under the influence

false allegations. The ban is 

someoneempowered by the constitution of India but also 

atSanstha’scontribution in 

hold a fair inquiry / investigation to reve

motives and find out the 

allegeSanstan’s role in murder of Late Shri Govind Pansare, CPI Leader. 

 

There is no doubt in saying that the work 

corruption in religious institutions, pursuing the law reforms, uphold

of social injustice, the issue of damage to environment by illegal slaughter houses, 

relief work in natural calamity hit areas i.e. in Nepal earthquakes and e

several scams and exchange of money with foreign partners of 

rationalist movement, so these endeavours have been penetrative in the eyes of its 

opponents those who find the hurdles in their ill

social instability in various parts of country.   

 

All Anti-national and Anti
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THE FOLLOWERS OF SANT SHRI ASARAMJI BAPU SUPPORT 

! 

matter of deep concern to us that recentrant and rave 

to pressurise the polity to seek the ban onSanatanSantha

We at SAFSAC as unitary body of SantShri AsharamJiBapu

ppose in a stentorian voice, such notion building exercise 

against Sanstha. We also request humbly to the state authorities and 

agencies not to pursue the matter under the influence and on vivid imagination of 

e ban is not only unlawful as curtailing the right of 

by the constitution of India but also illaudable

contribution in social welfare activities. We, further urge to Govt to 

inquiry / investigation to reveal out the aspect of money links

find out the involvement of NGOs & political outfits who 

allegeSanstan’s role in murder of Late Shri Govind Pansare, CPI Leader. 

There is no doubt in saying that the work done bySanstha such as 

corruption in religious institutions, pursuing the law reforms, uphold

, the issue of damage to environment by illegal slaughter houses, 

relief work in natural calamity hit areas i.e. in Nepal earthquakes and e

several scams and exchange of money with foreign partners of NGOs who run the 

rationalist movement, so these endeavours have been penetrative in the eyes of its 

opponents those who find the hurdles in their ill-will of creating the territorial and

social instability in various parts of country.    

national and Anti-Hindu elements disguised under the facade of

ajasthan)  
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THE FOLLOWERS OF SANT SHRI ASARAMJI BAPU SUPPORT 

 by the hypocrite 

SanatanSantha, is a 

Shri AsharamJiBapu‘s 

stentorian voice, such notion building exercise by 

. We also request humbly to the state authorities and 

and on vivid imagination of 

the right of freedoms 

illaudable by looking 

further urge to Govt to 

aspect of money links, vested 

& political outfits who 

allegeSanstan’s role in murder of Late Shri Govind Pansare, CPI Leader.  

Sanstha such as revealing the 

corruption in religious institutions, pursuing the law reforms, upholding the issue 

, the issue of damage to environment by illegal slaughter houses, 

relief work in natural calamity hit areas i.e. in Nepal earthquakes and expose of 

NGOs who run the 

rationalist movement, so these endeavours have been penetrative in the eyes of its 

will of creating the territorial and 

Hindu elements disguised under the facade of 

….Contd 
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Secularism and Rationality know very well in their 

ofSanatanSanstha, the extinction

the fear which has forced them for such malign attempts 

againstSanstha. 

 

It is the so called rationalist lobby of 

AnandPatwardhan – controversia

political & religious hatred narratives

Peoples Movements; Dr Abraham Mathai from Indian Chris

are trying to portray Hindu organisations, e

organisation from very outset 

ground and portfolio of such NGO activists 

possible and sensitive anti national activities

YakoobMemom’s sentence

against Ram Mandir, 

organisations like Huffing

targeting the SanatanSanstha’s

literature are all ridiculous! 

vastness of the literature that is being produced by for social welfare and the 

pieces of the literature which are being targeted

evidences.  

 

Further, one can observe the traces of yellow journalism in this whole matter. The 

desperation of TimesNow in chasing the 

camerasisvery censurable. Times Now channel citing its own con

Mumbai Mirror while ignoring the actual verdict passed by court of t

previous matter of whether S
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ationality know very well in their minds that with the emergence 

the extinction of their influence on the society

fear which has forced them for such malign attempts without

It is the so called rationalist lobby of Dr.ShyamManav, the founder of ANS, 

controversial film maker, Nikhil Wagle 

political & religious hatred narratives, Madhuresh Kumar of National Alliance of 

Peoples Movements; Dr Abraham Mathai from Indian Christian Voice and

Hindu organisations, especially SanatanSanstha

from very outset but simultaneously one must look at the back 

portfolio of such NGO activists who have been running every 

possible and sensitive anti national activities such as their support 

’s sentence, Vice Presdent Hamid Ansari’s remarks

against Ram Mandir, Beef ban issue and other matters too.Some media 

organisations like Huffingtonposts and Indian Express ventures are deliberately 

Sanstha’sliteratures. Their comments and references

all ridiculous! They are not checking all together variety and 

vastness of the literature that is being produced by for social welfare and the 

literature which are being targeted, have enough scientific 

Further, one can observe the traces of yellow journalism in this whole matter. The 

desperation of TimesNow in chasing the SanatanSantha premises through spy 

censurable. Times Now channel citing its own con

irror while ignoring the actual verdict passed by court of t

previous matter of whether SanatanSanstha’s involvement in bombing where 

ajasthan)  

minds that with the emergence  

of their influence on the society begins and it is 

without any solid proofs 

Dr.ShyamManav, the founder of ANS, 

 - journalist with 

Madhuresh Kumar of National Alliance of 

tian Voice and others 

SanatanSanstha, as extremist 

but simultaneously one must look at the back 

who have been running every 

such as their support was seen in 

, Vice Presdent Hamid Ansari’s remarks, the protests 

Beef ban issue and other matters too.Some media 

res are deliberately 

and references on the 

are not checking all together variety and 

vastness of the literature that is being produced by for social welfare and the 

have enough scientific 

Further, one can observe the traces of yellow journalism in this whole matter. The 

antha premises through spy 

censurable. Times Now channel citing its own concocted stories by 

irror while ignoring the actual verdict passed by court of the law in 

Sanstha’s involvement in bombing where  
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SanatanSanstha’s role was not found at all, this shows the morbid state of 

Journalism.Nikhil Wagle edited ABP News programme 

was run on false story without 

in show was another example of biasness in this row

 

Why should SanatanSanstha

then it’s only these people who have been carrying out 

breaking social integrity in the name of 

 

We have seen, in previous instances too, SanatanSanstha

political agenda and is being 

Therefore SAFSAC on the behalf of followers of

SanatanSanstha& Hindu JanjagrutiSamiti and recount the statement of 

PujyaBapuJi who bravely announced few years ago to take on every 

wascrying& thumpingthe chests 

 

Nishant Sharma 

Www.jansatyagrah.safsac.in

About SAFSAC – SantShriAsaramJi

followers’ body which looks after
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s role was not found at all, this shows the morbid state of 

agle edited ABP News programme “Operation

story without capturing the statement of girls who were

in show was another example of biasness in this row. 

anstha be banned? If there's anything that could be banned 

only these people who have been carrying out anti-national

breaking social integrity in the name of a hidden agenda.  

We have seen, in previous instances too, SanatanSanstha has been victimised of 

is being defamed relentlessly under the propaganda. 

SAFSAC on the behalf of followers of BapuJi shows

SanatanSanstha& Hindu JanjagrutiSamiti and recount the statement of 

who bravely announced few years ago to take on every 

& thumpingthe chests for the ban on SanatanSanstha. 

Www.jansatyagrah.safsac.in 

SantShriAsaramJi Foundation for Societal Affairs and Change (SAFSAC) is a 

looks after the affairs of his followers’ society, in legal ways.

ajasthan)  

s role was not found at all, this shows the morbid state of 

perationSammohan” 

who were featured 

be banned? If there's anything that could be banned 

national activities, 

has been victimised of 

defamed relentlessly under the propaganda. 

shows solidarity with 

SanatanSanstha& Hindu JanjagrutiSamiti and recount the statement of 

who bravely announced few years ago to take on every rival who 

 

Foundation for Societal Affairs and Change (SAFSAC) is a 

the affairs of his followers’ society, in legal ways. 


